AGENDA
AFF Annual Meeting and General Assembly
Beirut, Lebanon
September 13th & 14th, 2017
Hosted at the American University in Beirut (AUB)

SEPTMBER 13th – Wednesday

9:00 – 9:30 AM  
WEST HALL BATHISH AUDITORIUM (2ND FLOOR)  
COFFEE & REGISTRATION

9:30 – 9:45 AM  
WEST HALL BATHISH AUDITORIUM (2ND FLOOR)  
OPENING REMARKS AND WELCOME

9:45 – 10:00 AM  
WEST HALL BATHISH AUDITORIUM (2ND FLOOR)  
KEYNOTE ADDRESS
Ziad Abichaker  
Chief Executive Officer, Cedar Environmental

10:00 – 11:00 AM  
TERRACE BY AUDITORIUM (2ND FLOOR)  
NETWORKING BREAK

11:00 AM – 2:00 PM  
WEST HALL MALHAS COMMON ROOM (GROUND FLOOR)  
SESSION ONE – NGO GOVERNANCE & GLOBAL BEST PRACTICES: CASE STUDIES
Session Description: The session will provide an overview of the corporate governance developments in the Arab region as they specifically relate to the not-for-profit sector. The facilitator will highlight the developments in corporate governance in public and private sectors including regulatory developments and progress in implementation, as well as progress in adopting corporate governance practices globally by the not-for-profit sector will be discussed as well as how this experience can be relevant to enabling Arab NGOs to be more effective in the implementation of their mandates

*Please note that participants are responsible for arranging all transportation to and from their respective hotels to all meeting venues. Taxi services and Uber are all accessible and can be arranged directly with your hotel.
Please note that participants are responsible for arranging all transportation to and from their respective hotels to all meeting venues. Taxi services and Uber are all accessible and can be arranged directly with your hotel.
SEPTEMBER 14TH – Thursday

9:00 – 10:00 AM  
**TERRACE BY AUDITORIUM (2ND FLOOR)**  
COFFEE & REGISTRATION

10:00 – 2:00 PM  
**WEST HALL MALHAS COMMON ROOM (GROUND FLOOR)**  
SESSION THREE  
YOUTH COALITION – “Employment and Youth in the Arab Region”

Session Description: This session will build on the issues discussed at the previous meetings of the Youth Coalition, including the May 22nd meeting in Amman, and will determine the next steps and deliverables of the coalition

FACILITATED BY:
Palladium

Facilitation Description: Serving as the lead consultants on the building of the youth coalition, Palladium will assist in guiding the work of the coalition at this session by providing context from the previous work and meetings, and guiding the session participants through the creation of the work plan for the coalition moving forward

PRESENTERS:
AbdelRahman Nagy  Senior Policy and Research Manager, J-PAL (Poverty Action Lab, MIT)
Nour Shammout  Policy manager, J-PAL (Poverty Action Lab, MIT)

Presentation Description: In this session, we will highlight ways that impact evaluation can enhance program design and will provide a quick overview of evaluation methodology. In addition, this session will provide a review and synthesis of cutting-edge research from randomized evaluations that map to the various pillars in the Youth Coalition

PRESENTER:
Bryanna Millis  Director of the Workforce Development and Entrepreneurship Practice, FHi 360

Presentation Description: Preparing the Future Workforce - Tools, approaches, and measurement techniques to strengthen workforce development efforts

*Please note that participants are responsible for arranging all transportation to and from their respective hotels to all meeting venues. Taxi services and Uber are all accessible and can be arranged directly with your hotel.*
SEPTEMBER 14TH – Thursday (cont.)

2:00 – 2:30 PM  WEST HALL MALHAS COMMON ROOM (GROUND FLOOR)
SESSION FOUR
CLOSING STATEMENTS

2:30 – 3:30 PM  COLLEGE HALL AUDITORIUM B1
LUNCH

3:30 PM – 5:30 PM  WEST HALL MALHAS COMMON ROOM (GROUND FLOOR)
SESSION FIVE
ARAB FOUNDATIONS FORUM GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2017
The General Assembly is open for voting and participation for AFF Members only. Our partners and other guests are invited to attend as observers.

EVENING IS OPEN AND FREE FOR PARTICIPANTS

Alliance magazine is AFF’s Annual Meeting and General Assembly Media partner. Meeting delegates are eligible for a 20% discount on new subscriptions to Alliance magazine. Simply enter partner20% at the checkout in the link above to claim your discount.

*Please note that participants are responsible for arranging all transportation to and from their respective hotels to all meeting venues. Taxi services and Uber are all accessible and can be arranged directly with your hotel.